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ABSTRACT 

Advanced engineering methods Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is widely used in industry to solve, 

design, and model complicated problems. They give great accuracy, but the simulation duration is excessively 

long, which severely limits its generalised use for control reasons. CFD techniques and methodologies are 

frequently used to assess energy distribution and management in a variety of industrial processes, such as hot 

rolling mills, furnaces, and boilers, as well as a variety of other sectors where mixing and thermal management 

are critical. Such processes frequently consume enormous amounts of energy. A tiny degree of optimization can 

result in a significant reduction in energy consumption. It is increasingly critical to have a technology such as 

real-time CFD to assess, control, and optimise diverse industrial processes in real time. This instrument or 

strategy can aid in the development of energy systems that are both efficient and long-lasting. The goal of this 

project is to find alternative simulation approaches that can be used to solve industrial problems with reasonable 

accuracy and resolution. In this study, we present a review of the literature on mesh-based, mesh-free, and 

hybrid methods that are capable of producing adequate results in a number of key areas of interest. One of these 

methods will be deployed and integrated to a CFD simulation of cooling impinging jets utilised to control the 

heat transfer and temperature behaviour of a hot flat surface in a hot rolling process when thermal energy and 

cooling water are used in excess as a future stage.  

Keywords: Conventional methods, commercial software, packages, Acceleration, Advanced, Numerical 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a useful and powerful technology for numerically simulating fluid 

flow and heat transport. Researchers have created a variety of numerical approaches to use this resilient tool to 

simulate a wide range of complex flows and heat transfer problems over the years. These methods are divided 

into two categories: traditional methods and rapid methods. Only significant methods are mentioned in this 

contribution. Most CFD methods use either an Eulerian or a Lagrangian approach to solve the Navier-Stokes 

equations. Aside from that, some methods use Boltzmann equations rather than Navier-Stokes equations to 

solve problems. 

The conventional methods are most broadly utilized, exceptionally exact and typically will in general use in a 

large portion of the commercial software packages. Nonetheless, the conventional methods are incredibly 

delayed as far as calculation time which makes it practically difficult to tackle huge issues inside a sensible 

chance to utilize it on the web. In this paper we do a writing overview of various accessible and mainstream 

advanced methods that can give moderate acceleration over the conventional methods. The Acceleration 

Methods are then classified into two significant gatherings: Advanced Numerical Methods and Hardware 
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procedures. Equipment acceleration strategies are typically utilized along with both Conventional and advanced 

numerical methods. Advanced numerical methods can be named Mesh based, Mesh free and half and half 

methods. Surveyed written works on the well known advanced numerical methods in this paper are recorded in 

Figure 1. Delving into the technical subtleties of each strategy and basic examination of all the writing 

accessible for every one of the methods will be past the extent of this short paper. In this paper, we preferably do 

the review on the accessible methods other over conventional methods that can be utilized to accomplish 

ongoing CFD, talk about their application and show some essential and some interesting writings for multiphase 

stream, free surface stream and heat transfer. 

II. CONVENTIONAL METHODS 

The most popular conventional methods in CFD are Finite Volume Method (FVM), Finite Element Method 

(FEM), Finite Difference Method (FDM) and Spectral Methods. These methods solve the nonlinear Navier 

Stokes equations which are the governing equations for CFD describing the conservation of mass (1), 

momentum (2) and energy (3). These methods usually have computational complexity of ଷ where is the number 

of degrees of freedom 

III. ACCELERATION METHODS 

In this paper we have discussed two kinds of acceleration methods, advanced numerical methods and equipment 

strategies. Applying the acceleration utilizing the equipment procedures are normal with the majority of the 

accessible methods. The advances in PC multicore design during the most recent couple of many years brought 

enormous accomplishment with in the CFD people group. The equal programming utilizing the multicore CPU 

(Central Processing Unit) and multicore GPGPU (General Purpose Graphic Processing Unit) engineering make 

it conceivable to deal with enormous issues ever. Nonetheless, it is still hard to accomplish ongoing CFD by 

applying the equipment strategies on the conventional methods utilizing the accessible computational force. To 

utilize the CFD apparatus online in the mechanical cycles, it needs to accomplish continuous CFD which 

propelled specialists locally to foster advanced elective methods. Utilizing advanced numerical methods one can 

accomplish two path acceleration from both numerical and equipment procedures. 

A. Advanced Numerical Methods 

In CFD, average methods of reproducing liquid stream are the Eulerian and Lagrangian approach. In Lagrangian 

see the liquids can be addressed with enormous number of particles where we monitor each molecule as it 

travels through existence. The liquid particles convey properties like speed, temperature and so forth In Eulerian 

see the directions are fixed and we look how the liquid goes through those fixed focuses and measure the pace 

of progress of properties like speed, temperature, and so on The methods exclusively depending on Eulerian 

approach are called mesh based methods and those totally depending on Lagrangian approach are called mesh 

free methods. Both of the kinds enjoy their own benefits and hindrances. There are a few methods which are 

created based on both Eulerian and Lagrangian way to deal with take profit with the two casings and are ordered 

as crossover methods. 

i) Mesh Based Methods Reduced Order Modeling (ROM): ROM is a method of supplanting the first model 

with a lot more modest order model that can in any case portray significant marvel of a cycle with good 

exactness. The fundamental thought behind ROM is to track down a reduced premise which has altogether 

reduced number of levels of freedom contrasted with the first arrangement of the model. The most well known 
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approach to track down an ideal premise is by Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). Case is a measurable 

example examination to track down the predominant design. For detail of ROM and POD we allude to [1]. 

Reenactment for liquid stream, heat transfer were done in [2] and [3] individually. Brenner, T. A., et. al.[4] has 

tackled multiphase heat trasfer issue utilizing ROM where they discovered generally excellent concurrence with 

the full order model, in their paper they have talked about different useful issues of POD. Lappo, V. what's 

more, Habashi, W. [5], and Lieu, T., et. al. [6] has accomplished constant recreation utilizing ROM, where Lieu, 

T., et. al. has demonstrated a full airplane design and the outcomes were promising. 

Marker and Cell (MAC) method: Macintosh is a strategy based on limited distinction staggered lattice 

presented by Harlow and Welch [7]. It was initially intended to settle free surface streams. They utilized marker 

molecule to check the cell containing liquids and track the development of the surface by insertion. For 

subtleties of the first MAC we allude to [7]. An improved on adaptation of MAC called SMAC for free surface 

stream overall area was depicted in [8]. A consolidated technique utilizing FEM and MAC was created to tackle 

Navier-Stokes condition in [9]. A form heat transfer issue was tackled in [10]. Generally excellent writing 

survey was finished by McKee, S., et. al., in [11]. Also, they have inspected the new advancements in MAC in 

[12]. 

ii) Mesh Free Methods 

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH): SPH strategy is a molecule based technique created by Gingold 

and Monaghan (1977) and Lucy (1977) initially to tackle astronomy issues however it got quite possibly the 

most grounded methods in CFD. In SPH formulation, liquids are addressed by discrete particles and the 

properties of the particles are then smoothed by bit capacities over the particles inside a specific range. A wide 

scope of liquid stream and heat transfer issues were addressed by this technique to accomplish continuous or 

close to ongoing reenactment with a respectable exactness. An excellent outline on the new improvements on 

SPH technique has been summed up in [13] by M. B. Liu and G. R. Liu. SPH is very grounded to tackle 

multiphase and free surface issue lately. An investigation on application of SPH to multiphase stream was 

finished by Szewc, K. et. al. in [14]. Complex free surface and multiphase issues were settled in [15] and [16], 

where they showed promising performance of SPH to catch interfaces. Heat transfer issues were tackled in [17], 

[18] and [19] with a generally excellent exactness. SPH executions were done in [20] and [21] to tackle different 

CFD issues continuously. 

Fast Multipole Method (FMM): FMM is a molecule strategy created by L. Greengard and V. Rokhlin [22] in 

1997. Later on in 1999 by Cheng, H., et. al. [23] a versatile rendition of FMM was introduced to tackle Laplace 

equations in 3D. FMM figures the power between particles utilizing the multipole development. The more term 

we have in the development, the more exact the model is. One can handle the exactness and speed utilizing this 

technique. Greengard and Kropinski [24] utilized FMM to compute the volume indispensable of incompressible 

NavierStokes equations and accomplished performance or , where is the quantity of focuses in the discretization 

of the area. As of late, a petascale choppiness close to continuous recreation was finished by Yokota, R., et. al., 

in [25] utilizing GPU engineering. 

Method of Fundamental Solutions (MFS): MFS is a method of tackling certain elliptic limit esteem issue 

previously proposed by Kupradze and Aleksidze [26] in 1964. In MFS the estimated arrangement is 

communicated as a straight blend of principal arrangements. The fundamentals and the subtleties of this strategy 
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can be found in the book [27]. Incompressible Navier-Stokes equations were settled in [28], [29] and interface 

issues in [30]. Heat transfer coefficient was assessed for complex issues in [31] and [32] utilizing MFS. 

Finite Pointset Method (FPM): FPM is a molecule strategy for continuum mechanics issues like liquid stream. 

It has been very much adjusted to reproduce different complex time subordinate streams, moving surface, free 

surface and heat transfer issues. FPM has conquered the principle downside of mesh based methods which is the 

re-meshing for time subordinate moving surface streams. The Fraunhofer bunch in Germany has fostered a 

model on FPM to recreate many interesting issues like refueling the engine vehicle, airbag arrangement and so 

forth Incompressible Navier-Stokes equations were tackled in [33] and multiphase issues in [34] and [35]. 

Application of FPM to the heat conduction issues are examined in [36]. 

Moving Particle Semi-Implicit Method (MPS): MPS is likewise a molecule technique uncommonly intended 

for reenacting incompressible free surface stream created by Koshizuka and Oka in 1996. MPS is like the SPH 

strategy, in any case, MPS applies simpler differential operator instead of taking angle of portion work like 

SPH. Tokura [37] did a correlation among SPH and MPS utilizing LS-DYNA (software bundle) and found that 

MPS performs somewhat preferable for certain issues over SPH because of its effortlessness. There are 

numerous accessible articles on free surface streams utilizing MPS, and especially [38], [39] and [40] are with 

regards to our advantage. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Our past work introduced in was identified with the impingement cooling at run-out table in hot moving steel 

factory. This specific cycle where the cooling performance and control is firmly identified with the delivered 

steel quality, has shown that conventional CFD methods can't be applied to reenact many planes cooling a 

moving surface regularly with rapid of a few meters each second and high surface temperature that are 

frequently surpassing the limit. This case shows that having a genuine warm administration examination of such 

cycles needs elective methods based on software or equipment methods where straightforwardness and proper 

numerical devices can have the effect. To have the option to reproduce complex cycles online a few creators 

have proposed elective methods fit to accelerate the reenactment time until coming to or surpassing the genuine 

interaction time in a portion of the cases. Mesh based, mesh-less, mixture and GPGPU based have been 

proposed in the writing. These advanced methods like SPH, FFD, MPS or LBM have been examined and in the 

blink of an eye introduced in this paper to delineate the recent fad where we are meaning to center our 

exploration work. This study underlines the degree of the different arrangements that lone covers corners or 

islands of the issue and unequivocally upholds that an ideal warm administration energy framework can be 

acquired by utilizing a more broad strategy that can be a blend of a portion of those referenced previously. 
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